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Rock Hounding
“From Cradle to Grave”
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Sept Meeting in Person and on Zoom

Dr, Emily Cahoon tells how she started
in a baby backpack in Massachusetts
and now works as a research geologist

The Show Is A Go! Bigger And Better!

More Fall Field Trips Added

Ticks, Not Just Lyme - A testimonial by
Matt Butler
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WMC September Meeting will be held in
person at The Trinity Episcopal Church, 440
Main Street, Shrewsbury, MA, Tuesday,
September 20, 2022, 7:00 PM EDT. This will
be a hybrid meeting, so it will be available
for live viewing on Zoom (follow the link
below). The meeting will start with the
business section, including exciting updates
on our upcoming November club show.
Immediately following adjournment of the
business section of the meeting, Dr. Emily
Cahoon will give a fascinating presentation
(see next column for a brief summary).

Zoom Link
WMC September 20, 2022 club meeting
Time: Tuesday Sep 20, 2022 07:00 PM
Eastern Time (US and Canada)

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89919514420?p
wd=L2dQVkFDckkxSGQra25QNzkrVkJXdz
09

One tap mobile
+13017158592,,89919514420#,,,,*515075#
US (Washington DC)
Meeting ID: 899 1951 4420.   Passcode:
515075

Cover Photos
Dr. Emily Cahoon standing next to a giant
crystal of Quartziam (whatever that is!)

Inset: Oregon Sunstone, a unique
plagioclase feldspar which is the subject of
her current research.

September Presentation
"Rock Hounding: From Cradle to

Grave (or how I started in a baby

backpack and now work as a research

geologist)" - Emily Cahoon

Dr. Cahoon will discuss rockhounding
during her childhood and how this evolved
into a geology career. This will be followed
by highlights of her current research on
‘sunstones’ - large copper-bearing and
gem-quality plagioclase crystals found
within basaltic lavas in eastern Oregon.
Native copper is visible as macroscopic
platelets within the crystals and preliminary
evidence suggests it partitioned
magmatically into the crystal structure
during growth. This research addresses
larger questions about the timing and
process of gemstone formation -
highlighting ethically sourced gemstones
and the inclusions which make them unique.
A communication goal of this work is to
strengthen the collaboration between
academic geologists, mineral enthusiasts
and gem faceters, and commercial mining
professionals.

Dr. Emily Cahoon

Education:
Ph.D., Earth, Environment, and Society,
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Portland State University, Portland, OR
(2020)
M.S., Geology, Washington State University,
Pullman, WA (2015)
B.S., Geology, University of Delaware,
Newark, DE (2010)

Dr. Emily Cahoon is a Research Associate
at the Argon Geochronology Lab and
Marine & Geology Repository at Oregon
State University (OSU).

Growing up in Maynard, MA, Emily attended
rock and mineral expositions and frequently
went mineral collecting throughout New
England with her family - sparking an early
interest in geology. Her research pursues
geochemical, petrologic, and volcanological
problems – with an emphasis on eruptive
patterns and magmatic processes related to
flood basalt emplacement, crystal growth,
and geochemical cycling. Prior to OSU,
Emily taught as a Term Assistant Professor
at the University of Alaska Anchorage and
has industry experience in the fields of
environmental consulting and mineral
exploration. In her free time, Emily enjoys
exploring rural post offices with her corgi
Regis!

Upcoming Field Trips
September 25, 2022, The Chickering
Mine, Walpole, NH

8:45 A.M. – 3:00 P.M. (Rain or Shine)
We’ll be meeting at 8:45 A.M. in the Hoge
Base parking lot on the right hand side of
Eaton Road. See map below. We will be led
up to the mine promptly at 9:00 A.M. and
given a brief overview and tour of the mine.
Our host needs to leave by 9:30ish so it is
imperative that you are at the meeting place
on time.

LOCATION:
Pierre W. Hoge Conservation Base
Eaton Road
Walpole, NH 03608
Directions available upon request when you
register.

TRIP FEE:
$10.00 per person, please bring cash, exact
change only

TRIP LEADER:
Brianna Lison
(413) 281-3463
breezee1515@yahoo.com

TO REGISTER:
Young adults and children are welcome.
They must be closely monitored at all times.
There are dangerous areas of the mine.

Please email Brianna the following to
breezee1515@yahoo.com
Names of all members attending (please
include age of children) and Cell Phone
Number

TERRAIN:
The road into the mine requires a high
clearance vehicle. If you don’t have a high
clearance vehicle, do not worry. You can
leave your vehicle in the parking lot and
catch a ride with another member.
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED:
Eye protection (required)
Closed-toed shoes (required)
Long pants (required)
Gloves
Basic rock tools (rock hammer, hand sledge
and chisels)
Garden hand tools (small shovel and rake)
Sledge hammer (if you like to break the
bigger boulders)
Sifter
5 gallon bucket(s)
Plastic baggies (gal./qt. for small pieces)
Newspaper, paper towels (to wrap
specimens)
Pull cart (if you want large rocks)
Food/snacks
Water/drinks
Bug spray
Sun screen
Change of clothes
Rain gear (if applicable)

EXTERNAL LINKS:
Be sure to check out the Mindat link below
for more information on the location.
https://www.mindat.org/loc-16181.html

Mindat galleries:
https://www.mindatnh.org/Chickering.html
https://www.mindat.org/gl/16181
https://www.mindatnh.org/Chickering_Anon
_Gallery.html

“A Brief History of the Hoge Base
Reservation and Selected Mineralogy”:
https://mindatnh.org/mindat_chickering/Hist
ory_of_the_Hoge_Base2.pdf

October 9, 2022, Tripp Mine, Alstead, NH
On Sunday, October 9th, we will be visiting
a club favorite, the Tripp and Clark Mine in
Alstead, NH. There is a $25 per adult
collecting fee, with the club sponsoring the
remainder. This site is well known for
beautiful rose quartz. Other minerals that
can be found here are beryl, garnets,
muscovite, smoky quartz and schorl. This
trip has one of our largest sign-up capacities
and is child friendly! There is a reduced fee

for children. This trip requires a signed
waiver that is turned in the day of the trip as
well as appropriate safety gear.
Trip leader – Brianna Lison. Official sign up
email to be sent soon.

Upcoming Field Trips In The Works!
*All dates with an asterisk are tentative

10/16/22* Argonaut Mine, Ludlow, VT
An amazing talc mine in Central Vermont.
Watch your emails, Once this trip is booked,
details will be announced. Check Mindat for
more information.

10/23/2022* Conklin Quarry, Lincoln, RI
This is an old limestone quarry where the
Rhode Island state mineral, Bowenite, can
be found. There is no limit and children are
welcome. This location is easily accessible
and navigable. There is an extensive
mineral list for this location which can be
referenced on mindat. Amongst the
additional minerals that can be found are
calcite, diopside, quartz and smoky quartz.
The date is still being finalized.

11/6/2022* Sneech Pond, Cumberland, RI
A historic copper mine in northeastern
Rhode Island.

Field Trip Reports-2022.

Loudville Lead Mine, Easthampton, MA
July 9, 2022                     by Dawn Karo

The Loudville trip was a hit on this hot
sunny day. It was great to see many new
faces as well as some long-time members.
This trip included all ages and even some
children. I was given a beautiful piece of
quartz from one of the children. (My favorite
kind of gift). Everyone reported finding some
awesome minerals and even a few buttons
were found. The river was refreshing and
some people were panning it. More than
half of the group crossed the river and had
great luck on that side too. We had a group
of a little over 20 people which allowed me
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to spend a little time with most of the club
members. I think this was the best trip I ever
had there. The finds were absolutely
amazing. Even though I've been to this
location many times I still managed to find
several keepers too. As always the WMC
members showed much respect for the
environment there and each other. I saw
members helping each other across the
river, up the banks, carrying others' buckets,
and taking time to check out what others
found. Also, even though there were many
large holes there when we arrived all our
members took time to fill in their holes and
even filled in the holes that were already
there. Photos by Alice Wack.

Above: green pyromorphite with orange wulfenite crystals

Below: wulfenite crystals on quartz crystal points

Exceptional wulfenites in both images above

Chester Emery Mines, Chester, MA
July 16 & 17, 2022 by James Higby

I’d describe our club trip this July as a
smashing success! With sixteen participants
this was the highest turnout in the three
years I’ve been leading trips, thank you for
coming if you made it and if you missed out
this year but wanted to go have no fear;
everyone from this year’s waitlist will get
priority next year. Saturday our group visited
the largest and most prolific of the collecting
areas: The Old Mine. The Old Mine boasts
a large variety of minerals; more different
minerals have been found at this emery
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mine than any of the others in Chester, and
we found a great deal of them.

Two noteworthy finds which I’d not seen
before were some red cubic crystals by
Kenan Senter, (which we suppose is pyrite
but of a peculiar red color) and a lime-green
veined talc found by Russ Gaulin.

The smaller group which attended Sunday
chose to visit the Wright Mine, up on Round
Top Hill at the southern extent of the emery
vein. The Wright produces fewer minerals
than the Old but is an interesting study in
different habits of margarite.

On Sunday Peyton Bennett found a
magnificent walnut-sized piece of margarite
displaying the classic “bladed”
crystallization, rich in colors of red and pink.

Pink margarites

I would say margarite is the most popular
collectible associated with the emery mines;
it is in fact the gangue mineral which
indicates the presence of corundum, and
was instrumental in the initial 1864
discovery of emery in Chester. A somewhat
obscure and rare mineral with historic
significance, it’s fun to collect…and also
beautiful! It is my opinion that margarite
crystals from Chester are among the very
finest on earth. -James Higby

Hayes Ledges, Greenwood, ME
August 20, 2022  by Matt Butler

I took a chance and emailed the group
asking if anyone wanted to carpool since I
had done the 3+ hour drive alone about 2
weeks before. It still surprises me that
people will drive alone when it could be fun
and save money to meet new people and
carpool. Fortunately, club president Bob
Manlick replied to me and we realized we
lived only 15 minutes apart. With Bob at the
wheel at 5AM Saturday morning (in the dark
- ugggh) we managed to get there in just
under 3 hours of not quite legal speeds (I
may have passed out briefly due to
g-forces) and were one of the first at the
meeting place by the mine road for the
Hayes Ledge WMC trip.

I was still recovering from my tick illness
and was somewhat weak so I had to stay
out of the direct sun and heat, so no open
pit collecting for me, lots of rest breaks and
hydrating.

A club member had found a quartz xl point
in the road fill (made from crushed fresh
quarry material) while we were standing
listening to the orientation talk, so I decided
to look for more quartz on the side road
leading up to the top of the quarry which
was in the trees and had plenty of shade.
After about 2.5 hours of slowly crawling my
way up the road like a sloth, picking through
the fill, I got lucky and found a 3" herkimer
like double crystal - but nowhere near as
clear and dinged up a bit - I had seen other
collectors find many of this type (in the
upper quarry dumps) 2 weekends ago when
I was there with the BMC, and about 10
more small quartz points, and 1 very small,
thin point that seems to be a scepter (other
people had found small scepters also)

Once I got to the top and the trail opened on
the upper quarry the direct sun was too
much so I took a break in the shade of a few
trees and talked to a group of 3 younger
collectors - this was their first trip I think,
and they had broken open some rocks with
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small vugs and one with a vug with a clear
sharp hexagonal crystal standing in the
center, almost micro, but very visible by eye.
I wasn't sure at first but it should have been
obvious these were fluorapatites, I'd just
never seen them in that kind of matrix here
before. I offered to take one home and try to
get a good photo and ID it, and later
confirmed good FL yellow with my 450nm
UV laser. I was also pleased with the way
the photo turned out to show the beauty of
this micro. So thanks to their find and my
sales pitch about the joys of micro collecting
I think I've brought at least one of them over
to the dark side (micromounting) - sooner or
later you will all be converted (kidding).

Later, Bob was generous with his
homemade geiger counter and let me and
others borrow it to check out the
radioactives area to bring home a few "hot"
pieces.

Emmons Quarry, Greenwood, ME
August 21, 2022     by Matt Butler

Our group met at the big Apple
gas/convenience store on Maine Rt26; one
of our group arrived in a truck with a rear
tire smoking; maybe the brake had locked
up. The group helped out by providing a ride
so she could still enjoy the trip while waiting
for a garage to open.

We had a good size crowd of 15+ people.
Our leader Rick Cernak then lead those with
4wd, higher clearance vehicles up the long
and difficult dirt road to the mine. Bob
Manlick’s SUV sensors were alarming most
of the way and I'm sure at least a few SUVs
have new scrapes, but all managed to get to

the top parking area. One person said their
SUV actually turned itself off several times
because of all the sensor warnings and they
had to keep restarting it - gotta love new
smart technology! Is this self-preservation?
Or for you sci-fi fans Asimov's 1st first law: a
robot shall not harm a human, or by inaction
allow a human to come to harm, or 3rd law:
a robot shall avoid actions or situations that
could cause it to come to harm itself.

Al Falster (research technologist of the
MMGS) - recognizable by his Hawaiian shirt
and bear claw tribal necklace - briefed us on
the mine and that it's being worked
exclusively by the MMGM research group,
they have discovered almost 200 different
species, mostly in the micro size, which is a
large number close to or exceeding the
species count found at the famous Palermo
mines. Being a micromounter I was excited
to go on this trip.

Our group melting in the blazing sun, listening to Al's
orientation

The day was very clear with no clouds so
the views were great but this also meant
being in the direct sun. It was brutally hot -
definitely no joke in the collecting pits. I had
to take lots of breaks in the shade and
hydrate, a few smart people brought beach
umbrellas. I don't know how Al worked on
the upper wall all day in the direct sunlight -
he is tough!

Lots of people found fluorapatite micros,
and I checked with Al to see if they are
reliably fluorescent here (this would be a
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quick way to ID them) and interestingly he
said that the blue ones are not since they
contain iron which kills the fluorescence;
while most of the others, especially the clear
ones will fluoresce. Seems about right to me
as all the clear/white fluorapatites I collected
nicely fluoresce yellow under my 405nm UV
laser pen at home.

The young guns of the group (and Rick)
later attacked part of the upper ledge and
managed to remove a good chunk, not sure
if they found anything in it, but it was good
to see that energy and enthusiasm. Where
does Rick get his energy for collecting? If
you looked in the back of his open SUV like
I did, you would have seen the source, a
gallon jug of Massachusetts maple syrup!
He said he's using it as a water jug now…
but I'm not convinced.

I later managed to get on a hot streak,
finding micro fluorapatites in the heat of the
pit but then how many do you really need?
It's a trick question, you can never have
enough! - well you should give at least
some away, micromounters tend to do that
with their extras so we have pretty good
give away tables at most meetings.

I think I found at least 1 tabular black micro
columbite, hopefully not just a decomposed
schorl fooling me, will have to wait until it's
under a real scope to tell.

Like most micro collectors I threw a lot of
vuggy material into my bucket hoping to
later find more of the many species here. I'd
be disappointed if I only found 2 and might
also be shamed out of the micromount club
(kidding).

One Happy Collector, Kenan with a blue beryl (Inset by Rick
Cernak)

One of the newer collectors, Kenan Senter,
who I think said this was one of their first
collecting trips, found a thumb sized blueish
opaque beryl crystal in matrix and was quite
happy. Another club member got some
pieces of massive purple heterosite.

Rick, Bob, and I were the last to leave and
shortly before we did a woman on a 4
wheeler came roaring up the mine road and
stopped to talk to Al. We said hello and she
introduced herself as Mary the co-founder of
the MMGS!

Thanks go to Rick for leading the trip and
making it a fun adventure!
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Health and Safety
Ticks! Not Just Lyme by Matt Butler

About a month ago, during a BMC trip to
Hayes Ledges, Greenwood ME, I developed
a high fever, chills, nausea, and weakness.
I drove back to MA the next day and went to
my doctor who sent me to the ER for
dehydration, but they were not sure what
the cause was. I tested negative for covid
twice, then blood tests results came back -
tick transmitted babesiosis.

I'm outdoorsy but had never heard of it,
apparently it's all over new england, it's like
mini-malaria, a parasite that gets into your
red blood cells and destroys them when it
reproduces. I was sick for almost 2 weeks
from this micro parasite, actually a protozoa.
Fortunately my primary care doctor (in
Maynard MA) ran that specific test because
they have seen a handful of cases every
year lately.

I'm much better now after a ten day course
of anti-malaria and antibiotics but still a little
weak.

Note that I did NOT get the tick during the
collecting trip. I love the outdoors and put
myself in high tick risk areas, bushwacking
off trail, camping on the side of riverbanks
with plenty of deer tracks and ticks, but I've
been lucky the last few years and always
found the tick before they had been
attached long enough to transmit disease
(24 or more hrs). From now on, during the
tick seasons, I will be spraying my clothes
with permethrin and being extra careful to
do tick self checks or get someone else to
help check too.

This disease can take up to 9 weeks(!)
before you get sick so it's very easy to think
it had nothing to do with a long ago tick bite.

From The Files of Indiana Jane

So often I have found myself away from
friends and family during these quieter
summer months. Though I love spending
time wandering through the Upper Barrakka
Gardens in Malta, or hiking to some of the
beautiful temples and monasteries that dot
Myanmar’s landscape, I sometimes find
myself lonely. For this reason, I was thrilled
when two of my dear nieces came to stay
and I found myself in the conservatory being
bombarded with questions about the many
rocks and minerals I have tucked into the
damp, forgotten corners. How fascinated
they were to hear about the magic of the
stones; I thought I would share some here
as well. You may think these facts
sophomoric, and wonder why tidbits I
shared with my nieces should be of interest
to you, but my dear reader – are we not all
children at heart?

Because the color blue has been so long
associated with royalty there has always
been a high demand for stones like
turquoise and lapis lazuli, which was used
by the ancient Egyptians as eyeshadow.

The delicious pomegranate is what gives us
the name for Garnet.

Fulgurite is a glassy rock that is formed
when lightning strikes a beach and melts
the sand.

In ancient times, salt was so valuable it was
traded ounce for ounce, for gold.

As you walk the streets of New York City
you are walking on opal, garnet and
tourmaline; the bedrock is filled with a
variety of crystals. In 1885, near Broadway
on 35th street a 10 pound garnet was
discovered by laborers. It was sold for $100.
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Folklore tells us that by placing an emerald
under your tongue, you can see the future.

The most desirable shade of ruby is a deep
red, with a hint of blue – it is referred to as
“pigeon’s blood.”

Sapphires exhibit a Star Phenomenon.
Inclusions can form a star pattern on the
surface of a dome like cabochon cut
sapphire stone, it is then referred to as “star
sapphire.”

The King of Pontus, Mithridates had three
thousand bowls made of agate gemstones.

Roman soldiers were known to wear
engraved Tiger’s Eye to protect them in
battle.

History and fairy tales abound with
interesting stories of the magic and
symbolism of crystals and minerals, and as
for myself, I find them all fascinating. How
wonderful that each of us has access to
such treasure!

SHOW LOWDOWN:
We have secured the new venue in Webster. If you’d like to be part of it, please contact Darlene,
Hunzo.dgf@gmail.com. Much more will be announced during the September meeting.

WEBSITE UPDATES:
Our website team has been hard at work, and has created a new "shop" tab. The purpose of this page is to
give our members and the community a curated place to buy mineral related equipment through Amazon,
and in the process support our club. We have gathered a small collection of products to get things started.
There is a link at the top of the page to help us gather more products to list, or for feedback in general.
The next time you are purchasing items for a field trip, please check our site. If you end up purchasing
mineral related items through Amazon that aren't yet on our list, please use feedback to let us know! If
anyone has questions or suggestions for the website, please reach out to Micah Raab,
mraab42@yahoo.com.

EDUCATION COMMITTEE UPDATES:
Although delayed, we still expect to be calling our first education committee meeting via Zoom. Several
of our members have already been working on multiple educational initiatives, including an ambassador
program for selected field trips, building stone polishing equipment from scratch, jewelry making, wire
wrapping, outreach to schools, etc.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:
Tick Talk- It’s Tick Season and the little f#%#!ng b_**ards are out in full force! I picked 8 of them off
when I felt them or saw them crawling on me during and after a field trip in Maine in April; 3 of them
crawled on me from the interior of my car while I was driving home the next day! Be aware, isolate your
garments, watch your packs, etc. Use whatever you can to protect yourselves! See Matt Butler’s article on
page 9 for a personal testimonial on ticks!.

MEETING CANCELLATIONS:
In the event we need to cancel a meeting, we will send an email notification. You may also call one of the
club officers if you are unsure about a meeting’s status.

OUR NEXT MONTHLY MEETING:
We have no meetings in July or August, so our next monthly meeting will be on Tuesday, October 18,
2022; expected to be held at Trinity Episcopal Church, 440 Main Street, Shrewsbury, MA, and on Zoom.
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CLUB CONTACT INFORMATION
Executive Committee

President

Bob Manlick
Email: bobmanlick@yahoo.com

Vice President

Sara Furbush, Email:
Saracollectsrocks@gmail.com

Secretary

Barb Chickosky
Phone: 508-631-4276,     Email:
tourmalinemomma@gmail.com

Treasurer

Naomi Campbell Siok
Email: naomic8581@aol.com

Appointed Officials and
Committees

Auditing Committee
Alexa Garland
Brianna Lison

Education Committee
Alicia Benoit
Steve Emma

Matt Fahs
Sara Furbush
Russ Gaulin
Jerry Goguen

Ellen Jankewicz
Grant Jones

Brianna Lison
Lucy Manlick
Sara Powers
Maggie Serra

Advisor: Rick Cernak

Facebook Administrator

Jen MacInnes
Email: jen4wmcfb@gmail.com

Field Program Committee

Brianna Lison, Chair
Email: Breezee1515@yahoo.com

Victoria Ayotte
Sharon Begley
Alicia Benoit
Rick Cernak
Matt Fahs

James Higby
Dawn Karo

Amanda Pitts
Kenan Senter

Tim Siok
Michael Upton

Membership Chair

Olivia Phillips
Email: wmcemails@gmail.com

Newsletter Editors

Rick Cernak, Editor in Chief
Email: Ricksrocksracks@gmail.com

Erika Perone-Bailey
Sara Powers

Program Committee
Larry Bull

Rick Cernak

Show Venue Committee

Darlene Fohlin, Chair
860-428-4128

Email: Hunzo.dgf@gmail.com
Larry Bull

Rick Cernak
Ken Gliesman
Bob Manlick

Webmaster
Micah Raab

Email: mraab42@yahoo.com
Website Staff:
Rick Cernak

Matthew Fahs
Dan Rondeau

Naomi Campbell Siok
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WMC June 21,2022 Meeting Minutes
Live Meeting @ Trinity Church Shrewsbury also
presented via Zoom and closed-caption.
Called to Order 7:23 pm
Present: President: Bob Manlick,
Vice President: Sara Furbush. Treasurer: Ken
Gliesman via Zoom
Secretary: Darlene Fohlin
18 members via zoom
16 members in person
Minutes from May 17th 2022 meeting reviewed,
voted on and approved.
Treasurer report submitted by Ken Gliesman
read by Bob Manlick related to Audio issues Ken
Approved reading. Presented to members, voted
and accepted.
Web site team report presented by Rick Cernak;
update team consists of 5 members, all having
very special skills bringing forth coast to coast
coverage. Please check out this website. There
is a new Shopping site for safe tools that can be
purchased . 10% of sale goes back to club.
Show update. Presented preliminary layout
anticipating 17 vendors; final drafting pending.
Any input contact Bob Manlick or Darlene
Fohlin. Looking for volunteers and help with club
show.

Trip Committee: Brianna presented many new
trips planned. Louisville. Chester Emery mines.
Emmons Quarry, emails to follow.
Fonda claim update: Rick Cernak presented
more defined info. Claim is considered one claim
not 2. Cost $300.00: membership voted and
approved. Brianna will need a membership effort
for clean up days. Contact Brianna or Rick.

Old Business: none
New Business: Rick Cernak and Nominating
Committee.
Treasurer: Naomi Campbell Siok has been
Nominated to Replace Ken Gliesman.
Credentials reviewed. Bylaw rule addressed and
waived to allow to be voted in as she has been a
member just shy of 3 years. Naomi has been
highly recommended for this position. Voted and
accepted by membership.
President: no nominations, Bob Manlick will
remain president.
Vice President Sara Furbush, no other
nominations she will remain as vice president.
Secretary Darlene Fohlin will be replaced by
Barbara Chickosky as voted in by membership.
Business Meeting closed 8:15 pm

New Diggings is the official newsletter of the
Worcester Mineral Club (WMC) of central
Massachusetts.

For more information, go to the official website
http://worcestermineralclub.org/

New Diggings is published monthly except July
and August. It is distributed by email to current
Worcester Mineral Club members in good
standing.

Copyright is retained by the author or editor
where noted. Copyrights to photographs and
drawings are retained by the photographer,
artist, or organization(s) they represent.
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